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Digital Padlock Ensures Safety
ITConcepts Automotive: Additional merger with encryption specialist digitronic®
Wolfsburg/Chemnitz September 2017 ---- The life of data thieves just got harder, as
another specialist in the field of IT encryption has joined Wolfburg’s ITConcepts
Automotive as a partner. By doing so, digitronic® closes an important loophole –
for the benefit of the customer.

Data theft – not under our watch
Operating procedures are digitally displayed, handled and saved in all companies. Every
employee has access to them. Quite often, the highly sensitive data is not always retrieved
by authorised personnel. But is there really a way to secure this data from being stolen by
unauthorised persons? In that case, the only help is
a kind of “digital padlock” that reliably encrypts the
data and only gives access to authorised personnel.
ITConcepts Automotive and digitronic® can provide
this security. “Our experts have the necessary and
certified
know-how,”
says
Gernot
Joswig,
authorised officer at ITConcepts Automotive. “This
way, we make sure that we are able to advise you
in terms of IT security in a focused and
comprehensive manner. In order to focus on the
technical implementation, we consult experts and
then work together on a customised solution – for
the benefit of our shared customers!”
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All companies, be they large or small, have to protect themselves
People often underestimate the fact that large companies are not the only ones getting
hacked. Creative industries such as product and prototype development or marketing and
advertisement agencies are particularly at risk. Apart from human misconduct, another fatal
problem is that more and more malware unnoticeably passes on confidential data from
servers to international data thieves. Professionally established “Big Data Analysis Tools”
deliberately attempt to extract important information and sell it on the “grey market”.
However, with the help of All-In-One Compliance Packages, all the data is already encrypted
on the server (see our product HiCrypt™ 2.0) and comfortable teamwork is still possible.
Furthermore, our different types of certified security keys lead to a high level of comfort
while also providing additional logon security (Secure Logon™ 2.0).

Successful cooperation among automotive suppliers
Gernot Joswig, authorised officer at ITConcepts Automotive and Matthias Kirchhoff, manager
of digitronic®, are both deeply satisfied with the previously executed orders in the
automotive supplier industry. They also want to provide powerful solutions to the field of
healthcare and the energy market. “Our present and future customers will benefit from the
combined know-how of our companies, as information security needs to maintain the
confidentiality, availability and integrity of data,” say IT specialists Joswig and Kirchhoff.
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